BRR-UWB
Think wider, drive further

Bandag BRR-UWB
All Position Regional - Ultra Wide Base
Long life thanks to its advanced
tread design.

Low rolling resistance
to reduce CO2 emissions

as a result of advanced rubber
compounds.

Excellent water evacuation
provided by its straight grooves design.

Even tread wear ensured
by staggered block elements.

Flat design adapting easily
to various casings widths.

Short turns, changing payloads, diverse
surface conditions, … you understand the
challenges of regional transport as well
as anyone. Which is why you choose Ultra
Wide Base tyres for your mega trailers that
deliver excellent performance, durability
and wear resistance in a single wide-base,
low-profile tyre. And it’s why you choose
Bandag retreads to get even more out
of your valuable investment and lower your
total cost per km.
Alternatively, the Bandag Rib Regional - Ultra
Wide Base tread can also be used on the
drive axle of e.g. city buses, providing urban
operators with the same great mileage and
fuel performance of this tread.

The Bandag BRR-UWB tread drives the
performance of your tyres and your business
further than ever before. The advanced
pattern with a lower tread depth to reduce
rolling resistance and fuel consumption,
and the straight groove design to clear
water efficiently and effectively for safer wetweather performance, make the Bandag
BRR-UWB the best alternative to extend the
performance and wear life of your tyres while
still delivering the same or even higher levels
of safety and fuel economy.

Tyre size*
445/45R19.5
455/50R22.5
435/45R22.5

J

As a “Bandag Application-Specific” tread,
the BRR-UWB’s 100% unique pattern and
compound are designed to reduce the
total cost per km of mega trailer operations
and even city busses in challenging urban
environments.
As an integral part of premium tyre
manufacturer Bridgestone’s “Total Tyre Life”,
Bandag’s latest offering is the ultimate solution
for extending the life of low-profile, single
fitment tyres for wide-base mega trailers.
Discover the benefits of Bandag today and
start reducing the total cost of your tyres.
Total Tyre Life is built around
Bridgestone’s premium new
tyres and Bandag retreads,
the best match to extend tyre
life and reduce cost per km.

*Contact your Bandag dealer for other sizes.
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